
Workplace Reports

Here are some things to keep in mind when writing workplace reports:

• Before you begin writing, clarify the purpose of the report and who your audience is

• Structure the information in the report so that it addresses its purpose 

• Write with the audience in mind. Use the appropriate degree of formality, and include the information the
audience needs

• Make the report easy to follow by using headings and bullets

• Make sure there are no spelling, punctuation or grammatical errors

1� There are two standard types of workplace reports: information and analytical. Search the Internet
for information about one of them. 

�

2 You are about to read a workplace report. Look at the cover page
(below) of the report and answer the questions. Then read the report
on the next page and see if your predictions are accurate.

1. What do you think the purpose of this report is?

2. Who do you think the report is for?

Student A

Search the Internet for information about writing effective analytical reports. Create a list of tips. Share
your findings with your partner and compare similarities and differences between information and
analytical reports.

Possible search term: writing analytical reports

Student B

Search the Internet for information about writing effective information reports. Create a list of tips.
Share your findings with your partner and compare similarities and differences between information and
analytical reports.

Possible search term: writing information reports
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MEMO

To: Hanna Coleman (Director)
From: Beryl Johnson
Date: March 26, 2010
Re: Recruitment Trip: Taiwan, South Korea, China

From February 23 to March 14, 2010, I visited Taiwan, South Korea and China. This was my first visit to
these countries. The purpose of this three-week trip was twofold: to recruit students wanting to improve
their English language skills and to promote Ontario Language School’s programs to potential partners in
Taiwan, South Korea and China. Overall, the trip was very productive. Recruitment agents in all three
countries were very welcoming and indicated that they would appreciate future visits from the Ontario
Language School.

Contact statistics

High Schools

Schools visited: 24

Number of students: 460

Public Fairs

Education Recruitment Fairs: 2 (Taipei and Seoul)

Number of direct contacts with students/parents: 550

Overview of Asia as a recruitment market

Taiwan: According to International Trade Canada, Canada is among the most attractive destinations for
Taiwanese students after the United States because of the quality education system, a perception of
safety, competitive costs and Canada’s less-restrictive visa policies. Taiwanese parents see learning
English as a way of ensuring their children have a competitive edge in the future job market. They prefer
sending their children abroad because of the prestige of having studied in an English-speaking country.

South Korea: In Korea, studying abroad is considered an integral part of one’s education and its value in
preparing people for a global economy is highly regarded. Each year, about 150,000–180,000 students
leave Korea to pursue studies in English-speaking countries. This number increases steadily year after
year. Canada ranked second overall in 2009 (behind the U.S.) as a recognized destination. 

Korean parents are willing to make sacrifices in order to ensure the best education for their children. The
highly competitive education system in Korea is driving demand for foreign education at all levels.
International Trade Canada reports that Korean families are willing to pay high fees and even move
abroad to ensure their children have the best educational opportunities.

In Korea, more so than the other two countries, importance is placed on name-brand schools. While the
Ontario Language School was recognized as a quality school, repeat visits are needed to increase
awareness of our programs.
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China: China is currently experiencing a booming economy. There is an increase in personal income and
a growing number of students are considering studying abroad. However, one drawback is that some
Chinese students have difficulty getting visas to come to Canada just to study English.\

School visits

I visited a total of 24 schools in all three countries. A typical day comprised visits to two or three schools
at which I gave a formal presentation on Ontario Language School to prospective students and school
counsellors, then answered questions. The number of students I spoke with at each school varied from
just a couple (at the top schools in Korea) to the entire graduating class of more than 100 students at
one school in Korea and several schools in China. A number of students in Korea expressed an interest in
computer-assisted language learning, which Ontario Language School does not offer at this time.

Many of the schools were outside the city center and required lengthy travel by bus or train. I spent a lot
of time spent on logistics, figuring out how to get to and from the schools. Fortunately, the concierges at
the hotels I stayed at assisted me by writing directions in Korean or Chinese and deciphering train and
bus schedules. In Shanghai, I was able to arrange for a driver. This was inexpensive and made travel
much easier. 

Education fairs

The Taipei fair was held over two days – a Saturday and Sunday. In total the Ontario Language School
booth attracted approximately 200 students and parents. In total, I spent over 14 hours at this event.
Targeted information sessions, such as the two-hour sessions in Shanghai, proved to be much more cost-
effective and attracted a relatively larger audience.

Seoul was a one-day event. Unfortunately the event was not well-marketed (schools were not contacted
directly about our participation). As a result, there were far fewer enquiries.

Promotional material

For school visits I brought copies of Private Languages’ brochures and magnets. I also distributed our
course calendar to people who requested it.

At the education fairs I had a flyer outlining the Institute’s history and achievements translated into the
dominant language (Chinese and Korean). I also distributed business cards with my name in English on
one side and in Chinese on the other wherever I went. These two items impressed many of the students
and parents I met. 

Recommendations

1. Make China the primary focus of recruitment since it has a huge market of potential students and
growing income levels.
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3 Write the correct letter on each line to match the words on the left with their meanings. With a
partner, take turns using each word/phrase in a sentence.

1. competitive costs a. Necessary part of something

2. competitive edge b. Staff that provide assistance to guests in a hotel

3. integral c. By comparison to something else

4. booming (economy) d. Have an advantage over a competitor

5. concierges e. Figuring something out; de-coding something

6. decipher f. Most common, most widely used

7. relatively g. Prices that are lower than the competition

8. dominant (language) h. Doing well

4 Write three additional recommendations to complete the report above. Provide supporting details
for each recommendation.
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